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Our Method
MTM (Memory-Enhanced Transformers for Matching)

Evaluation
★ A video of a teenager drowning is
spreading online, with the content
that ... 
★ Recently, a piece of news about 
the new driving test regulations 
spread in WeChat Moments.
★ It is reported that the video 
attached to this rumor records the 
scene of the 6.11 homicide in Xihua, 
and is totally unrelated to the rumor
that four monks killed people for the 
kidneys.

★ After investigation, the post stated 
that Russia confirmed that MH370 was 
hijacked to a US military base. But there 
was no report on the mainstream Russian 
media. The reported publisher was 
judged to publish false information.

★ According to the publisher, it just wanted to 
attract netizens and increase its popularity. It
never participated in marking for Gaokao.

★ In the past two days, there was a 
picture online called  “the latest 
international gesture for police calling”, 
which attracted many netizens to 
forward it.
★ After retrieving, the editor found
it was a variant of an old rumor
published in 2014 that claims
Ukrainian Embassy is hiring 
mercenaries in China.
★ The police verified that the news
was a rumor. We here remind that
you should not forward the message
as soon as you see it, and not dial the 
phone number in the news.

Conclusion

Our Project

• Background: False claims that have been 
previously fact-checked can still spread on 
social media.

• Task: Given a claim, retrieval against the
fact-checking article (FC-article) collections
to find the corresponding fact-checking
articles, if any.

• Formulation: Typically formulated as a two-
stage retrieval-based workflow.

• We focus on matching the claim with key
sentences in FC-articles for better reranking.
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Hot lemonade can kill cancer cells without hurting normal cells.

Sentences in Candidate Fact-checking Articles

Sentence Relevant? Contains 
Quotation?

Contains
Fact-checking
Patterns?

S1. Lemon is not so-called acid 
food, and drinking lemonade 
does not lead to cancer.
(From Article 1)

No,
but on a
similar topic

No No

S2. The rumor saying hot 
lemonade can kill cancer cells
has spread over years.
(From Article 2)

Yes Yes
(Underlined)

Yes
(In boldface)

S3. It is just a groundless 
inference that lemon has a 
curative effect of cancer.
(From Article 3)

Yes No Yes
(In boldface)

Claim

Motivation
Existing works ignore the following
characteristics of FC-articles:
• Claims are often quoted in key sentences.

(Lexical Information, e.g., S2)
• Templates to introduce or debunk claims

are common across articles.
(Pattern Information, e.g., S2 and S3)

Input: The given claim q paired with each sentence s in the candidate FC-article d.
Step 1: Key Sentence Identification
① ROUGE-guided Transformer (ROT): The claim-sentence (q-s) pairs are fed into
ROT to obtain claim-sentence vectors and scores. The ROT is a part of pretrained
BERT that was finetuned with ROUGE scores as supervision, which considers both
semantic and lexical information in q-s pairs.
② Pattern Memory Bank (PMB): The PMB stores the pattern vectors, which are
initialized with the clustering results of the embedding differences in all candidate
q-s pairs. The distance between the residual embedding (subtracting q from s) and
the nearest pattern vector indicates how possible s contains pattern information.
③ Key Sentence Selection: The claim-sentence scores (from ROT) and the pattern-
sentence scores (from PMB) are aggregated to rank each sentence in d. Top k
sentences are regarded as d’s proxy.
Step 2: Article Relevance Prediction
④ Sentence Representation: The selected top k q-s vectors are fed into a multi-
layer transformer to obtain richer representation.
⑤Weighted Memory-aware Aggregation: The nearest pattern vectors w.r.t. top k
pairs are concatenated to the sentence representations. Then the vectors are
aggregated with scores in③ as weights to obtain q-d vector for the final prediction
of whether d fact-checks q.

• Method: We propose MTM to select from FC-articles key sentences that introduce 
or debunk claims, and exploit the selected sentences for estimating the relevance of
the FC-articles w.r.t. a given claim.

• Evaluation: Experiments show that MTM outperforms existing methods. Further 
human evaluation and case studies prove that our model can find key sentences,
which can be regarded as explanations.

• Data: We built the first Chinese dataset for fact-checked claim detection with fact-
checking articles from diverse sources.

Residual Embedding for the Rightly-predicted sample
Residual Embedding for the Wrongly-predicted sample
Weighted Sum of
Pattern Vector

Push away
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Memorized Pattern Vectors Update during Training
• An epoch-wise update.
• For each pattern vector m, we collect all residual embeddings

whose nearest pattern vector is m.
• We update m to make it closer to the rightly-predicted samples

and far away from those wrongly-predicted ones.

↑ MTM outperforms all compared methods on the two 
datasets (the exception is only the MAP@1 on Twitter).

↗ Visualization of residual embeddings around pattern vectors
shows the ability of MTM to mine the fact-checking patterns.

→ Human evaluation on 370 samples show that MTM can
find at least one key sentence in 83% of FC-articles (a) and
73% are at Rank 1 (b), even though the positional distribution
of key sentences are scattered throughout the articles (c).

(a) (b)
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https://tinyurl.com/sbe3s259


